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adaptive tra"nsversal filter configured as a one-step
linear predictor, also known as a prediction-error

Abstruct- This paper presents an adaptive algorithm using the normalized LMS algorithm and a
prediction-error fflter to suppress high-SNR staliort.ty nanrowband janmers corrupting a composite input signal. Any broadband signals present in
the input signal are preserved using the proposed
technique. A combination of adaptive fflter root
tracking and notch filtering allows precise determination of the jammer frequencies while leaving
the remainder of the input signal untouched' An
illustrative simulation using synthetic data is also
provided to support the proposed algorithm'

filter (PEF). Onestep Iinear prediction attempts
to predict the next value of a signal using a finite
number of past samples P
p

r(n)

prediction-error filter attempts to whiten,
or flatten, the spectrum of the incoming signal'
Thus, the PEF will attack narrowband interference as well as any broadband signal in its native operation. Given stationa.ry input signals, the
PEF updates the adaptive filter weights in a fashion that converges to the optimal Wiener solution'
Furthermore, the optimal filter weights are related
to the autoregressive (AR) spectral estimate coefficients such that, a(k) : -uopt(k), k : 1' 2,...,P'
By relating the two processes, the adaptive PEF
tra.nsfer function f/(z) is related to the AR model
polynomial A(z) as follows:

A

The algorithm in this paper isolates stationary
narrowband sinusoidal interferers using an adap

tive transversal filter configured as a one-step linear predictor. The adaptive filter weights are uP
dated using the well-known normalized LMS algorithm. By using the normalized LMS algorithm,
the problem of tracking the roots temporally is
mitigated. Upon detecting any strong sinu'soidal
interference, the resulting interfering frequencies
are suppressed using sta,ndard parametric notch
filters. The proposed approach is appropriate for
several signal processing scenarios including a sep
arable space'time adaptive processing (STAP) algorithm, and the removal of sinusoidal interference
from a corrupted broadband signal.
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A. PEF Transfer

Funct'ion Root Characteristics

Since A(z) is directly related to H(z), the findings in [4] can be applied to the PEF. Specifically'
XaV tai states that for a sinusoid (AR process)
embedded in white noise, increasing the model order p increases the radius of the sinusoidal root
on the unit circle. However, for a constant signalto-noise ratio (SNR), the model order cannot be
increased indefinitely. The noise roots will begin
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interferers embedded in white noise. Let the input
signal be defined as

d(n)

z-k
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Pnnolcuox vIA ADAPTIVE
FrLrrntNc
In this paper, the input signal is assumed to
contain a broadband signal with M narrowband
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where d(n) is the desired broadba^nd signal, Jp(n)
represents each narrowband interferer, and z(n) is

to approach the unit circle and ultimately result
in spurious noise peaks. Likewise' for decreasing
SNR, the radius of the sinusoidal root decreases
until it is equal to the radius of the noise roots.

zero-mean white noise.
The instarrtaneous measurement of the na'rrowband jammer frequencies are determined using an
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Furthermore, Kay 14] states that anv extra noise
roots that model the white noise tend to be uni_
formly distributed in angle around the unit circle.
For high-SNR situations, these noise roots reside

a fashion that exhibits minimal change with respect to the current weights, w(n), in the Euclidean norm sense. Thus, from one iteration to the
next, the root locations are perturbed minimally
with respect to the squared Euclidean distance.

far enough away from the unit circie so that in a
scenario such as jamming or interference, the pEF
transfer function roots that correspond to each
narrowband jammer will reside near the unit cir_
cle while the noise and broadband roots will reside
elsewhere. This fact is used to effectively classify
sinusoidal roots from all other roots in the composite input signal.

B. Model Order Select'ion
It is shown in [4] that increasing

Conceptualizing the normalized LMS algorithm in
this manner is paramount, as this characteristic of
NLMS alleviates the problem of tracking the roots
of the PEF transfer function over time.

IV. Roor TnlcxlNc
The root tracking algorithm determines the trajectories of the adaptive PEF roots. Finding the
roots of Eq. (3) at iteration n yields the roots of
PEF transfer function H(z). The roots of H(z) at
iteration n can be written in polynomial form

the model order

for a given SNR also reduces the frequency bias of
the sinusoidal roots. Using an appropriate model
orderp, which corresponds to the number ofadap
tive filter weights, allows for better frequency de.
termination of the na.rrowband jammers. A large
enough model order must be carefully chosen so
that there are enough degrees of freedom to attenuate M narrowband jammers, but also small
enough so as not to introduce spurious noise roots.
Choosing an appropriate model order for an AR
process is well documented in
[1], [3], and [10].

III.
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The roots themselves at iteration

r(n)

The NLMS algorithm is a variant to the well_

For a PEF, vectors
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By tra.cking the PEF roots, certain statistics can
be calculated over time to determine which roots
are indicative of strong sinusoidal interference. In

as

wH(n)xin)
"(n) -

...

temporally.

(Z)

;;here p is the number of transversal filter taps and
,; is the normalized step size. The error term e(n)

:. Eq. (5) is defined

dr(")

J(n) at time n is hypoth-esized to be the same
root, only that it has moved by the cost distance
J(n). This is believed to be a manifestation of the
NLMS algorithm described previously. Thus, the
movement of each root about the complex plane
can be stored into root trajectories and tracked

x(n) and w(n) in Eq. (5) are

: l"(" - 1) r(n - 2) ... r(" _ p)lr
w(n) : [-r(") w2(n) ....o(d]r

[do@)

For each root (>;(n) at time n, Ee. (11) is minimized with respect to the rcots gr(n 1) at time
n - 1. The previous root l>i(n 1) that minimizes
-

Cefined as

x(n)

:

By utilizing the normalized LMS algorithm, associating the root locations at iteration n to the
root locations at iteration n - 1 is achieved by
defining a Euclidean norm cost function .I(n). For
every root d(n), i :0...p - 1 at the current time
n, the cost function "f(n) is minimized

known LMS algorithm. The NLMS algorithm up
dates the adaptive filter weights with a gain factor
that is inversely proportional to the input signal
power in the adaptive filter taps

+
")

car- also be

expressed in vector form

NonnrelrzED LEAsr MEAN Squlnn
(NLMS)

w(n+1) :w(

n

(e)

this paper, a simplistic but sufficient set of judicious calculations are used to determine which

(8)

The NLMS algorithm has been proven to be the
=rlution to a constrained optimization problem [2].
-:_fact, Haykin [2] shows that the NLMS algo.
::rhm updates the adaptive weights w(n + 1) in

roots are characteristic of high-SNR narrowband

jammers.

A circular boundary of radius r I I on the
complex plane serves as a simple discriminator
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between the sinusoidal roots and the remaining
broadband a,nd noise roots. Any root $i(n) with a
magnitude greater than r is assigned a persistence
statistic rc(n), *hictt is defined by a consta'nt-gain
alpha filter. Since n*(z) in Eq' (9) carr be written as a (N x p) matrix of adaptive filter roots
with n ,"pro"oliog the temporal variable and N

the number of iterations, define each root's persistence as

nt(n): (1-") '*n(n- 1)*o'ba(n)

(12)

whereo(1and
bi(n)

:

t ''dl i?ig}*=" "

(13)

The alpha filter rc4(n) in Eq' (12) is a single-tap
IIR filter with an exponential impulse response related to a. Eq. (12) has a transfer function equal
to
a

Hapno(z):

T

_T-1rr

(14)

During the convergence time of the adaptive

PEF, the persistence statistic is calculated for each
root at every iteration. Upon stopping the adap
tation of the PEF at iteration N*o, any root 95;
with a persistence statistic that surpasses a minimum plrsistence is deemed a sinusoidal root:

If Ki(N**) ) P*i'
g5a

is a simrsoidal root

Flom the previous statements, the persistence
criteria is lustifiable because high-SNR sinusoidal
roots migiate very close to the unit circle while
noise anJ broadba^nd roots situate themselves farther away from the unit circle'
The sinusoidal roots are also perturbed from
their optimal frequency due to use of the NLMS algorithm. Thus, the estimate of each narrowband
average of
iu**u, frequency is taken to be the the
persisLach root location (>6 that surpasses
tence criteria

PannltETRIC Norcs FrlrPRINc
Once the sinusoidal roots are excised from the
remaining PEF transfer function roots, the correspondinfjammer frequencies can be suppressed

VI.

using standard notching techniques' Jhe anprouit proposed in this paper involves building
a set of parametric notch filters using the excised
sinusoidal roots fr, from the root tracking algorithm. The centeiirequencies for the notch filters
correspond to the located jammer frequencies'
A parametric notch filter is a second-order IIR
filter that places a single notch at a given fre'
quency whiie maintaining a constant-gain for all
oth", it"qn"ncies. So, only the offending jammer
is attenuated, preserving the rest of the frequency
spectrum. The response of each parametric notch
filter (PNF) is [5]

1-2'
He6Q):ffi

In Eq. (15),
rcrC,Li

.L is a chosen

(16)

-

unit circle defines the amount of attenuation. The closer R is to the unity, the more

attenuation. The distance (1 - n) also governs the
3-dB cutofi frequency of the filter' The closer 'R
is to unity, the sha,rper the notch, but the slower
the impulse response of the filter' A rule of thumb
to estimate the 3-dB digital frequency for a parametric filter when -R S 1 is [5]
asdB

= 2(1- R)

(17)

If the root tracking algorithm detects M nat'
rowband jammer frequencies, then M parametric

filters are generated and cascaded together' The
overall notch fi.lter that attenuates all the sinusoidal interferers can be written as
Htotot(z)

: ll Hpny^,(z)
k:0

(18)

After a convergence time of N** iterations is
achieved, the notch filter defined by Eq' (18) is
constructed and begins to filter the corrupted in-

(15)

put signal.

VII.

starting iteration where

Srrr,tul,ATIoN

RBsulrs

An illustrative simulation was carried out using
synthetic data in order to demonstrate the capability of the ProPosed algorithm'
Fig. 1 shows a representative case of a corrupted
real-ialued input signal. The desired broadband

j p-,". Of course' if the input in Eq' (1)

signal, the roots will appear in
complex-conjugate pairs' In this case, only one of
the 6]. sinusoidal roots from each conjugate pair

iL

1 2-2

are from the

i" a'te"l-"ai"ed
"""dr

"-1

where ,R is the radius of the filter poles from the
origin. The parametric notch filter places two ze.or"o.l the unit circle and two poles a distance of
(1 R) behind the zeros- The distance the poles

- 2L-l

G: i" *:L
r, o,&)

costrrp '

be retained to determine its frequency'
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Fig. 1. Pcriodograrn of input broadbaud sigrral corrupted

Fig.

by threc narrowbaud jarntners.

signal was corupted by three strong real-valued
narrowband jammers. The three jammers were
strategically placed at normaJized frequencies of
.f : 0.35, 0.6, and 0.75. The jammer-tonoise
power (J/N) ratio of each jammer was 20, 30, and
25 dB, respectively. The PEF was configued with
p:32 adaptive filter weights using the NLMS algorithm with B:0.1.
The root tracking algorithm was initialized with
the following parameters: T : 0.99, p*1. - 0.9,
and o :0.2. Since the input signal was real, the
root trajectories for roots that have positive angles
are shown in Fig. 2. It is easily observable in Fig.
2 that the roots corresponding to the narrowband
jammers reside very close to the unit circle and

2. Magnitudc of root trajectorics for filtcr roots witlt
positivc arrglcs
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have near unity magnitude.

The PEF was stopped after

it

Fig.

converged for a

3. Pcrturbatiorr of detectcd

sinusoid root angles ovcr

tirnc.

sufficient amount of time, a.nd the root tracking
algorithm returned three candidate roots indicative of strong sinusoids. The angle jitter of each
candidate root is apparent in Fig. 3. This jitter
is due to the use of the NLMS algorithm, demonstrating why Eq. (15) is necessaxy to extract an
estimate of the jammer frequencies.
After applying Eq. (15), the detected sinusoids
were located at normalized frequencies of i :

Fig. 4.
The final step was to subject the corrupted input signal to the cascaded parametric notch filters.
The power spectral density of the filtered input
signal is shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 shows that the narrowband jammers are
suffi.ciently attenuated while leaving the remainder

of the input signal intact.

0.3502, 0.6, and 0.7497. Obviously, these detected
frequencies are close to the actual frequencies of
the jammers. The parametric notch fi.ltering stage
rvas completed by constructing three parametric
notch filters using i?:0.95 and rris :2trf as the

VIII.

CoxcLUsIoN

The hybrid method of root tracking using a PEF
and notch filtering proves that stationaxy naxrowband jammers can effectively be removed from a
mixed-signal environment. Further research is re-

center frequencies. The resulting pole-zero plot
along with the composite polar magnitude pa^rametric notch filter frequency response is shown in

quired to determine if this technique is capable
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of tracking nonstationary jammers in a real-time
system. Additional analysis is pla.nned to see if
this method can combat narrowband jammers in
a spread-spectrum system utilizing spatiotemporal signal processing techniques.
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